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Librorum: the British Library Edition (Teaching / 
Learning) 

Name of Team: Librorum 

Names of entrants: Janet Luk; Man-Ting Hsu; Billy Nam Cheng; Jingyi Lai; Mengfei Liu; Xiaohan 
Jiang 

Affiliation/Organisation/Company: Australian National University (ANU); Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (Canberra, Australia); ANU; Haiwan Middle School 
(Shenzhen, China); Access Canberra (Canberra, Australia); China Maritime Museum (Shanghai, 
China) 

Job title(s): Student of Master of Museum and Heritage Studies (Advanced); Archive Officer; 
Student of Bachelor of Design; History Teacher; Customer Service Officer; Collection Officer. 
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URL: https://humngroup.wixsite.com/librorum 

Summary: Librorum: the British Library Edition is a card game with an educational purpose aiming 

to evoke players’ interests in the British Library’s collections. 

Abstract: Librorum: the British Library Edition is a card game that includes a digital platform which 

allows players to engage with the British Library’s collections and learn about the stories and 
histories of Britain in the Victorian era, as explored in the game. With the combination and interaction 
of physical game and digital platform, the game is both entertaining and educational. The aesthetic 
design further strengthens the potential value of commercialisation. The target audience is the non-
academic public in general, and children older than 13 years old in particular. The aim of the game 
is to evoke the players’ interests in exploring the British Library’s collections. 

At the beginning of the game, every player draws out a character which has one built-in power and 
relates to the mission in the game. If the character is a librarian, the player belongs to the good 
camp, otherwise it’s the evil camp. After that, the players draw a storyline card which indicates what 
British Library’s digital collection to look for in each round of the game. During the game, the 
librarians are responsible for finding the collection that matches the storyline and bringing them back 
to the British Library, while the evil players must try their best to stop the librarians from completing 
their mission. If the right collection is brought back to the Library safely, the librarians win; otherwise, 
if the evil camp successfully interrupts the librarians’ mission, the villains win. The winner(s) of each 
round can get a banknote, and who gets the most banknotes after three rounds is the final winner 
of the game. 

Research Question: During the process of developing a digital humanities project, we identified 

the need for an educational game (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_game) which would 
increase students’ interest in learning history and culture as well as enhance their access to the 
collections in the British Library. We tried to come up with a playful approach and build a digital 
platform connecting students with the British Library’s collections. In the end, we decided to develop 
an educational card game.  

As background research, we explored the Archive of the British Library Lab Awards, Competitions 
and Projects (https://data.bl.uk/bl_labs_digital_projects_archive/), which is an enormous and 
diverse dataset. There are many projects on the list but only a few are games, which fall to either 
physical games or virtual games. We also explored games that other galleries, libraries, archives, 
and museums have developed to enable people to explore their collections but found these to be 
limited in numbers. Confident that we had come up with a new and innovative idea, we designed a 
Game with A Purpose (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-based_computation_game) with digital 
content from the British Library’s collections. Players can enjoy a physical card game, learn more 
about the Victorian era and interact with the British Library’s website, all in one. 

https://humngroup.wixsite.com/librorum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_game
https://data.bl.uk/bl_labs_digital_projects_archive/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-based_computation_game
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How does your project showcase British Library digital content? 

We used the Digital Collections in the British Library to develop the storylines, the characters, and 
the “collections” in the game. All of the data sources have been cited in the reference section of the 
game’s website:  https://humngroup.wixsite.com/librorum/references.  

A. Data for storylines of the game 

We explored the British Library’s digital learning resources such as Discovering Literature 
(https://www.bl.uk/discovering-literature). Three storylines were ultimately chosen from the British 
Library’s collections: Alice’s Adventures in the Wonderland (https://www.bl.uk/alice-in-wonderland), 
Arts and Crafts Movement (https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/the-pre-raphaelites), 
and The Whitechapel Murders and Jack the Ripper (https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-
victorians/articles/jack-the-ripper). We situated our game in the Victorian era to promote arts and 
culture of Britain to our target audience.  

B. Data for characters of the game 

The data for the characters include data from the British Library such as collections descriptions and 
people’s biography and other online databases such as the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(https://www.oxforddnb.com/). 

C. Data for collections in the game 

The data for collections are solely from the British Library’s own curatorial information on its website. 
The majority of the collections used in our game are introduced in the websites mentioned above. 

What was your approach (methodology)? 

The Librorum consists of a website and a set of physical cards. To better associate with the British 
Library’s digital collections, we created them as two interdependent products.  

A. Website 

 The website acts as a repository holding all the information about the game itself as well as 
the stories associated with the British Library’s online collections. During the game the 
players need to access the website to gain information about the rules and mission. To 
complete the game, they are also required to go through the British Library’s collections online 
via scanning the QR codes. 

 We chose WIX (https://www.wix.com/) to host our website because its operation is simple 
and free of charge. The interface and the content were made by our team. 

 We coordinated the style pattern of the website’s background so that it was aesthetically 
consistent with the design theme of the cards. The trailer on the homepage stimulates the 
players’ interest to further explore the rules of the game. We included a social media button 
on the footer to facilitate the sharing of the webpage. There is a hashtag under each image, 
which can connect back to other related content on the website and help the players 
determine the storyline. There is a feedback form for the users to fill in so that we can make 
further adjustments. The clean layout also makes the information clearer. 

B. Physical cards 

 Among six different kinds of cards, the “collection” and the “character” cards contain QR 
codes. To keep the game going, when the players finally get a “collection”, they need to 
uncover the content by scanning the QR codes. Also, they can gain information about the 
“characters” through the QR codes. 

https://humngroup.wixsite.com/librorum/references
https://www.bl.uk/discovering-literature
https://www.bl.uk/alice-in-wonderland
https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/jack-the-ripper
https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/jack-the-ripper
https://www.oxforddnb.com/
https://www.wix.com/
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 We used a cartoon-style design and bright colours to engage the target audience. The 
challenge was how to combine photos with cartoon design. Thus, we changed the 
background colour into similar ones to the cartoon design. The different colours on the back 
of the cards are used to distinguish between different types of cards, such as grey for 
character, blue for storyline, purple for collection, and green for destination. The cards only 
display patterns, icons and keywords, so the layout looks simple with clear indication. 

C. QR codes 

 We used QR codes to connect the players to our website. The tool used is the QR Code 
Generator (https://www.the-qrcode-generator.com/)  because it is free and there are no 
recreations that might prevent post hoc modification after the QR code has been generated. 
Using QR codes means that players can complete this game with just one phone and the 
Internet. 

Did you face any challenges, and if so how did you overcome them? 

A. Website 

The original “collection” page used the layout of the gallery style 
(https://support.wix.com/en/article/wix-editor-about-the-wix-pro-gallery); however, each game 
collection picture in the gallery does not have separate URL and thus we cannot generate a 
unique QR code for the individual collection. Therefore, we adjusted the layout of the storylines, 
collections and characters to the blog style (https://www.wix.com/start/blog). By creating a blog 
post for each collection in the game with a unique URL, we ensure that the QR codes link directly 
to the desired collections. 

B. QR Codes 

QR Code Generator has one issue: the trial period is two weeks. After the trial, it is necessary to 
pay for the continuation, otherwise, the QR code expires. Therefore, in the process of production, 
we had to re-create the QR codes once due to this issue. The plan for future development includes 
finding a QR generator that can be used for a longer time. 

C. Card 

To improve the quality of the physical cards, we used photo paper. To clearly illustrate the game 
rules, we made a user manual. To limit game space and guide the players, we strongly suggest that 
the pathways should not extend beyond the borders of the 5 by 10 card pattern. 

D. Other improvements 

In addition, we got valuable feedback and suggestions from Mr Mahendra Mahey (British Library 
Labs), Dr Terhi Nurmikko-Fuller and Dr Katrina Grant (ANU). We noticed that players paid more 
attention to winning the game than learning the knowledge involved in the game. To achieve the 
goal of education through entertainment, we are exploring the following methods: 

 make a video with transcript to introduce the game rules, related collections, storylines, and 
characters. 

 add visual or sound effects when scanning the QR codes, such as “Hello, I’m Jack the 
Ripper!”. 

 set questions to validate players’ learning during the game. 

 integrate British Library’s resources to strengthen connection with collections. 

 include interactive elements to reinforce the learning of the storylines. 

 assign a rule master to ensure the game goes smoothly. 

https://www.the-qrcode-generator.com/
https://support.wix.com/en/article/wix-editor-about-the-wix-pro-gallery
https://www.wix.com/start/blog
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Impact your project has made 

We conducted user testing on several occasions and received extensive useful feedback from the 
participants of the “Showcase Expo” (a live event in which the project was tested by staff and 
students) at ANU. The majority of testers found the game enjoyable and beautifully designed. Many 
of them would like to recommend this game to their friends. Overall, the feedback of the participants 
showed that our card game improved the engagement of players with the British Library’s 
collections. 

Background information of submitter (or team) 

We are a group of students and recent alumni from the College of Arts and Social Sciences at ANU. 
We attended the course Digital Humanities: Theories and Projects offered in semester 2 2019 which 
comprises of the then postgraduate students (Janet Luk, Man-Ting Hsu, Jingyi Lai, Mengfei Liu and 
Xiaohan Jiang) and undergraduate students (Billy Nam Cheng). We are a team from a diverse 
background with different expertise including museum and heritage studies, history and art and 
design. 

Four of us (Janet Luk, Man-Ting Hsu, Jingyi Lai and Mengfei Liu) were part of the team that curated 
the exhibition Dave’s Faves: Life in and out of The Lab at Australian Centre on China in the World 
Gallery at ANU during 24-Oct-2019 to 5-Oct-2019. Featuring the life of the lab technician, this 
exhibition aimed at revealing their everyday life stories and honouring the non-academic 
professionals at ANU. 

 


